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The Senate Chancellery of the Federal State of Berlin 
and 

The Embassy of the Republic of Indonesia to Germany in Berlin 
cordially invite you to:

“CREATIVE COHESION“
THE CITY PARTNERSHIP FROM THE VIEW OF TWO GRAFFITI ARTISTS

Discussion and Art Launch 
with

Snyder, Berlin
and

Darbotz, Jakarta

Thursday, 29 April, 2021, 3 pm CET // 8 pm WIB
Online on Zoom

Event language: English

Registration Link: https://ogy.de/cohesion
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On the occasion of the 25th anniversary of the city partnership between Berlin and Jakarta, the city administration 

of Jakarta initiated a cooperation between the two graffiti artists Snyder (Berlin) and Darbotz ( Jakarta). Within this 

project both artists jointly designed the walls of a tunnel between two MRT stations in Jakarta. The project was a huge 

success! As a follow-up a joint mural in Berlin was planned in 2020. But the Covid-19 pandemic thwarted the project. 

Snyder and Darbotz decided to meet virtually and designed a digital motif for the city partnership. In this event we will 

introduce Snyder and Darbotz and discuss with them about street art in the metropolises of Berlin and Jakarta and 

their latest project. More than that, the two artists will launch their mutually designed Jakarta-Berlin motif which is 

available in the form of a screen print that may also be purchased with the proceeds going to the street art collective 

Gardu-House in Jakarta. 

The talk will be led by Jan Sauerwald, curator and director of URBAN NATION Museum, Berlin. Jan Sauerwald has 

been the director of URBAN NATION Museum since 2019. His enthusiasm for street art and urban art is based on his 

own practice in the 1990s and various urban art projects he organized and curated between 2005 and today („Dave 

the Chimp“ for Kunstverein Wolfsburg, 2010; „Sign Seeing“, Urban Art Program,  Bremen, 2009; curator of the  ONE 

Wall-Program, Berlin since 2019).

This Sarasehan is a joint event by the Embassy of the Republic of Indonesia to Germany in Berlin and the Senate 

Chancellery of the Federal State of Berlin.



Darbotz is an urban artist well known for his bold black and 
white characters and can be seen as one of the most 

consistent and active artists of Jakarta.  
He started to tag his name on highschools 17 years 

ago and has been using his characters ever since then. 
Besides that, Darbotz is one of the founders of 

tembokbomber, the first and largest 
graffiti and street art community in Indonesia. 
Darbotz loves to apply his work everywhere, 

not only in the urban landscape and 
in galleries, but also on high end 

and everyday products. 
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The artist behind the pseudonym “Snyder” 
occupies a unique position in the Berlin art 

world. His motifs often show the fragile 
beauty of endangered animal species, which 

lend his art an auratic moment. In each of 
his works Snyder imitates color aberrations, 
so-called chromatic aberrations, which have 

found their way into our visual canon via 
analog and digital imaging  processes. In 

this way and with the  help of the 
blue  hue of his  pictures, he 

questions the  immediacy of our 
visual anchors  of perception. 

Snyder’s animal  worlds adapt 
their appearance  to the urban 

jungle and  attentively target  
every     passing viewer. They develop 
       a pulling effect that is difficult 

to escape as a passer-by.


